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Abstract
In previous studies (on Aurora2), it was found that merging a
posteriori probability streams from different classifiers (GMM,
MLP, Sparse Coding) can improve the noise robustness of
ASR. Maximizing word accuracy required the stream weights
to be systematically dependent on the specific input streams and
SNR. The tuning of the weights, however, was largely a matter
of trial and error and typically involved a laborious grid search.
In this paper, we propose two fundamental, analytical methods
to better understand these empirical findings. To that end, we
maximize the trustworthiness of merged streams as function of
the stream weights. Trustworthiness is defined as the probabil-
ity that the winning state in a probability vector correctly pre-
dicts a golden reference state obtained by a forced alignment.
Even though our approach is not directly equivalent to optimiz-
ing word accuracy, both methods appear highly useful to obtain
insight in stream properties that determine the success of a given
merge (or the lack thereof). Furthermore, both methods clearly
support the trends that exist in the grid-search based empirical
observations.
Index Terms: stream merging, noise robustness, speech recog-
nition, analytical methods, trustworthiness
1. Introduction
Designing novel ASR systems that can outperform state-of-the-
art systems in both clean and noisy conditions is challenging.
Systems that show excellent performance in certain conditions
often underperform in other conditions. For example, the results
in [1] show that a Sparse Classification (SC) system operating
on Mel-band spectra can outperform a traditional MFCC-based
Gaussian Mixture Model-based (GMM) system in very noisy
conditions; in clean conditions, the situation is reversed though.
Different front ends may exhibit different strenghts and
weaknesses. It is therefore attractive to try to improve recog-
nition performance by exploiting their complementary proper-
ties. In the past, numerous approaches to combine information
from different feature streams and/or classification strategies
have been proposed. Typically, one discerns fusion at the level
of features [2, 3, 4, 5], at the level of probabilities [6, 7, 8, 9, 10],
and at the level of hypotheses [11, 12, 13, 14].
This paper focuses on a novel account of stream merg-
ing at the probability level. We define a stream as a clas-
sifier output that consists of sequences of probability vectors
(’frames’), each frame representing a probability distribution on
a set of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) states. When merg-
ing the frames of different classifiers, we limit ourselves to
the weighted product approach: The elements of the respective
stream probability vectors are raised to an exponent (the stream
weight), after which the weighted input vectors are multiplied
element-wise to yield a new, single merged stream output vec-
tor. The resulting vector is then fed to a classical Viterbi decoder
back end.
Generally, equal weights are not the optimal choice to get
optimal recognition performance. In situations where simi-
lar Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) based classifiers are com-
bined (e.g., in [15] and [16] MLP classifiers trained on differ-
ent acoustic features were combined), it has been shown that a
frame-wise, between-stream comparison of the inverse or min-
imum entropy of the probability vectors provides a useful ap-
proximation for the stream weight [17]. However, when two
completely different types of classifiers must be combined, in-
trinsic quality differences between the classifiers that generate
the streams, may cause substantial differences in the entropy.
In such situations, inverse entropy is less likely to constitute an
adequate descriptor of the ”trustworthiness” of a stream, and
different stream weighting schemes might be required.
In this paper we present a novel analytical account of how
to merge two streams that stem from two entirely different types
of classifiers, namely an MLP classifier [18] and a Sparse Cod-
ing classifier [1]. Previous research on the AURORA-2 task [19]
has shown that, in contrast to an MLP classifier which is trained
to assign the bulk of the probability mass to a unique state, the
SC system tends to divide the probability mass relatively evenly
over a number of states that are acoustically similar [20, 21].
Using a plain grid search approach, it was found that optimal
stream combination required different, SNR dependent stream
weights in order to achieve the highest word accuracies after
decoding [22]. In practice we found that the relative contribu-
tion of the SC stream needed to be systematically and gradually
increased for decreasing SNRs.
Despite the fact that these observations seem quite logical
given the SNRs at which the individual SC and MLP classi-
fiers perform best, it is difficult to get theoretical insight about
which stream properties predominantly determine the success
of a given merging scheme. The aim of the current paper is to
present analytical tools that facilitate understanding the under-
lying mechanisms which allow the Viterbi decoder to do a better
job in finding the correct {frame,state}-path. We will illustrate
our ideas by analyzing the same SC and MLP streams derived
from the AURORA-2 data as were used in previous experiments
(cf. [18]).
2. Experimental set up
2.1. Speech data
For the experiments in this paper we used the AURORA-2 speech
database. AURORA-2 contains sequences of up to seven con-
nected digits from the 11-digit set {oh, zero, one, · · · , nine}
corrupted by eight different types of additive noise at seven dif-
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ferent noise levels (i.e. clean and SNR = 20, 15, 10, 5, 0, -5
dB) [19]. As in most studies on AURORA-2, we model each
digit as a sequence of 16 consecutive HMM states, while si-
lence is represented by a model using three consecutive states.
In total, all models comprise (11× 16 + 3 =) 179 states.
2.2. SC and MLP input streams
In the front-end of our recognizer, we apply two different clas-
sifiers (MLP, SC). Each classifier produces a 179-dimensional
posterior state probability vector, which is updated every 10
ms. Subsequently, the outputs of the classifiers are combined
to yield a new stream of posterior probability estimates (also
179-dimensional vectors), which are processed by a Viterbi de-
coder back-end (implemented in MATLAB).
The MLP classifier is a discriminative classifier, which has been
widely used for acoustic modeling as an alternative for the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [23]. Due to the discrimina-
tive nature of the training, the output vectors of an MLP clas-
sifier tend to attribute most of the probability mass to a single
state. The MLP system used here was trained using the Quick-
net software [24]. The input consists of 13 perceptual linear
prediction cepstral coefficients and their corresponding first and
second order time derivatives (39 coefficients in total) combined
to span a temporal context of 90 ms (9 frames). For building
the MLP system the multi-condition training set in AURORA-2
was split into a set of 7685 utterances for optimizing the MLP
parameters and 755 utterances for cross-validation. The MLP
had one hidden layer, the optimal size of which was determined
based on the frame accuracy obtained on the cross-validation
set.
The SC classifier, by contrast, approximates energy spectro-
gram representations of speech segments as a sparse, non-
negative, linear combination of exemplar spectrograms with a
duration of 300 ms taken from two dictionaries (one consisting
of speech exemplars taken from the set of 7685 utterances for
training the MLP system, the other of exemplars of the noise in
the multi-condition training set). All frames in the speech ex-
emplar dictionary are labeled as one of the 179 states that make
up all models. Using the weighting coefficients of the speech
exemplars found in the linear decomposition (i.e., the speech
activation scores), each frame in a segment of speech input can
be associated with a vector of posterior state probabilities. In
practice, the probability mass usually appears to get distributed
over more than one element of the output vectors of the SC clas-
sifier. The applied SC system is described in detail in [1].
2.3. Weighted stream merging
In our stream merging approach we take the traditional sin-
gle stream Viterbi decoding as a starting point. The optimal
word sequence Wˆ is the one that maximizes the total likelihood
across all possible word sequences W given the observations
O:
Wˆ = argmax
W
P (W |O) (1)
= argmax
W
max
st⊂W
(
T∏
t=1
p(ot|st)P (st|st−1)
)
· P (W )
(2)
= argmax
W
max
st⊂W
T∏
t=1
[(
Pˆ (st|ot)
Pˆ (st)
)
· P (st|st−1)
]
· P (W )
(3)
where st denotes the state occupied at time t, ot the observed
feature vector at time t and st ⊂W is a short hand notation for
all admissible paths that represent a valid word sequence. Note
that the rewrite of eq. (2) into eq. (3) is to account for the fact
that our classifiers produce posterior probability estimates.
Using eq. (3), as a reference, we implement stream merging
by replacing Pˆ (st|ot) by a weighed product of posterior prob-
ability estimates that are associated with our two input streams:
Pˆ (st|ot) = PˆMLP(st|ot)α · PˆSC(st|ot)(1−α) (4)
Substitution of Eq. 4 in Eq. 3 does not directly provide a
handle to analytically compute the stream weights that min-
imize the WER, neither globally (frame-independent) nor lo-
cally (i.e. frame-dependent). Therefore, rather than assessing
the competitive power of streams directly at the WER level,
we have opted for an alternative strategy: Assuming that the
observed word accuracy after the Viterbi decoding is strongly
related to the average frame-based trustworthiness of the in-
put stream, we attempt to optimize the ’trustworthiness’ of a
merged stream at the frame level. The trustworthiness of a
stream is defined as the probability of a winning state being
correct, in the sense of equal to the winning state in a golden
reference stream. This reference stream consists of probability
distribution vectors of which only one state has probability 1.
It is constructed by a conventional forced alignment procedure,
in which the underlying clean utterances are aligned with the
correct acoustic model sequence.
In the next section, we will elaborate on two analyti-
cal methods that attempt to optimize the trustworthiness of a
merged stream PˆαMLP · Pˆ (1−α)SC as a function of the weight α.
3. Trustworthiness optimization
We will describe two methods. The first method is based on
the Kullback-Leiber dissimilarity between the golden reference
stream (denoted PG) and the merged stream PˆαMLP · Pˆ (1−α)SC . The
second method is based on a regularized algebraic decomposi-
tion method that finds an optimal linear matrix combination of
PMLP and PSC to reconstruct PG.
3.1. Kullback-Leiber dissimilarity
In the first method, we compare PˆαMLP · Pˆ (1−α)SC with the golden
reference PG, by using the average frame-based symmetrized
KL dissimilarity as distance measure. The symmetrized KL
dissimilarity between two probability vectors p and q with ele-
ments {pj} and {qj} (j indicating the state id) reads:
KL(p, q) = 1/2
∑
j
((pj − qj) log(pj/qj)) (5)
Figure 1 depicts the KL dissimilarity, averaged over all
frames, between merged and golden reference stream (left two
panels) and WER (on a log scale) after Viterbi decoding (right-
most panel) as a function of α. A value of α = 0 corresponds
with a merged stream only containing SC info, and α = 1 only
containing MLP info. Each color corresponds to a particular
SNR in one of the data sets of AURORA-2. The curves in the
left panel correspond to training data; the solid lines in the mid
panel to test set A and the dashed curves to test set B. In the right
panel, the observed WERs after Viterbi decoding is displayed.
We observe that the KL dissimilarity is larger for the test
sets than for the training set. It also increases when SNR de-
creases; moreover, for decreasing SNR the difference between
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Figure 1: KL dissimilarity between merged and golden refer-
ence stream and WER (log scale) after Viterbi decoding as a
function of α. Results for test set A are depicted with solid
lines/squares and for test set B with dashed lines/diamonds. Dif-
ferent colors pertain to different SNRs.
test set A and B increases. Moreover, the minimum of each
curve (indicated by a marker symbol) tends to lie more towards
the right at high SNRs and gradually shifts to the left for smaller
SNRs. The right panel shows that the same trend is visible in
actual decoding results. It is remarkable that many details in
the empirical observations after Viterbi decoding correspond to
the analytical frame-based findings before the decoding. We in-
terpret this correspondence as support for our hypothesis that
striving for optimal recognition performance by means of a grid
search based WER optimization as described in [22] is to a large
extent equivalent to making the merged stream replicating the
golden reference stream at the frame level. The method, how-
ever, is unable to precisely predict the stream weights; only ten-
dencies are clearly visible.
3.2. Linear mappings by regularized decomposition
With our second method, we search two 179-by-179 matrices
A and B that minimize f :
f(A,B) =
∑
i
||Api +Bqi − gi||2 (6)
here pi and qi denote the two input streams and gi the (golden)
reference stream (i represents the frame index); all gi are proba-
bility distributions with only the single component representing
the correct state of that frame equal to 1.
Elementary algebra shows that the derivatives ∇A(f) and
∇B(f) are given by
∇A(f) = 2
∑
i
(Apip
t
i +Bqip
t
i − gipti) (7)
∇B(f) = 2
∑
i
(Bqiq
t
i +Apiq
t
i − giqti) (8)
Requiring the resulting stream to consist of valid probabil-
ity vectors leads to the additional constraint that the row sums
of A+B are one:
h(A,B) = ||Ae+Be− e||2 = 0 (9)
in which e denotes a 179-dim column vector consisting of 1’s.
Finally, using the Lagrange multipliers (λ1, λ2), the mini-
mization of f in eq. 6 under the constraint h = 0 (using short-
hand notations PQt =
∑
i piq
t
i , etc.) leads to :
A · PP t +B ·QP t −GP t = λ1(A+B − 1)eet (10)
A · PQt +B ·QQt −GQt = λ2(A+B − 1)eet (11)
The Lyapunov equations 10 and 11 can be solved iteratively.
We first randomly initialized B and subsequently iterated eqs.
10 and 11 ten times, which was sufficient to reach convergence
and obtain the solutions Aˆ and Bˆ.
3.2.1. Results
Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows the pro-
portion of frames of the re-estimated stream AˆPMLP + BˆPSC of
which the most likely state corresponds to that of the golden
stream PG. Because the digits were modeled as a sequence of
16 HMM states, acoustic characteristics of neighboring states
can be very similar. Moreover, small temporal differences in
the output of the aligner are not likely to have a noticeable ef-
fect on the result of a Viterbi decoding. To account for this,
we used three different correctness measures making use of the
notion of ’lag’ between states: the lag between two states is de-
fined as the minimal distance along any eligible Viterbi path.
For example, two states have lag 1 if they are neighbor states
within a word, or e.g. when one state is word final, while the
other state is word initial. For quantifying the match between
merged stream and golden stream, we applied three definitions
of correctness: The winning state is assumed correct if (1) lag
= 0: it exactly matches the golden reference state, (2) lag ≤ 1:
if is the same as, or is neighbor of the reference state along a
Viterbi path, and (3) lag ≤ 2: if it is the same as, or is the
neighbor of, or the neighbor’s neighbor of the golden state.
Fig. 2 shows the match between the reference stream on the
one hand, and the original MLP and SC streams and the merged
stream on the other, as a function of SNR. Subsequent panels
depict the results for lags 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Aˆ and Bˆ
were estimated using the different SNR conditions of the train-
ing set. The figure convincingly shows that the merged stream
better approximates the golden reference than each of the in-
dividual streams. Thus, also this second method shows that
a proper merge can improve the frame-based trustworthiness.
Furthermore, it supports our earlier finding that an analytical
approach can lead to results that are very similar to those ob-
tained via a laborious grid search as in [22].
The difference between lag 1 and 2 is small: apparently
the remaining errors are long-distance errors, which are prob-
ably very hard to repair using a frame-based stream merging
approach. A lag-2 correctness of about 90 percent is likely to
be the best we can achieve.
Finally, we checked whether the properties of the found
matrices Aˆ and Bˆ varied systematically as a function of SNR.
From eq. 6, it follows that A and B jointly attempt to opti-
mally map two observed streams onto a reference stream; in
other words, A and B are in principle able to repair consistent
state-to-state mislabelling errors (compared to the reference la-
belling) made by the individual classifiers. One of the methods
to compare Aˆ = (aˆij) and Bˆ = (bˆij) and to investigate their
behaviour across SNR is by using their ’energy’, i.e. the sum
of the squared components
∑
aˆ2ij and
∑
bˆ2ij . For a matrix this
value is equal to the sum of the squared eigenvalues, and there-
fore a measure for the amount of explained variance.
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Figure 2: Percentage of frames in orginal streams (MLP, SC)
and merged stream AˆPMLP +BˆPSC of which the maximum likely
state has the correct label. See text.
In figure 3, the squares indicate the energy of Aˆ (MLP axis)
and of Bˆ (SC axis) across SNRs on the training set. The low-
est square represents the clean training set of AURORA-2; for
decreasing SNR the squares gradually shift to the upper left
corner. Since the diagonal lines though each square mark all
positions with equal energy of A and B, the shift towards the
upper left corner indicates two things: (1) the relative contri-
bution of Bˆ (i.e. weight of SC) compared to Aˆ increases with
decreasing SNR; (2) their total energy increases (as shown by
the diagonal lines), indicating that the changes across SNR in-
volve more than just a rebalancing of energy between A and B.
In summary, with increasing noise levels, it becomes increas-
ingly more difficult to reconstruct the golden reference labels,
and at the same time the information content of the SC stream
is becoming increasingly more important.
The analytical solution was tested using the same Viterbi
back end decoding system. The obtained recognition results
were very comparable to those obtained using the extensive
plain grid search optimization of stream weights as in [22]; the
WERs showed a promising relative decrease of 5% (SNR 20)
to 8% (SNR -5) compared to the plain grid search approach.
4. Discussion and conclusion
The weights required for optimizing word accuracy in a dual
stream ASR system were empirically shown to depend on SNR
in an systematic and monotonic way (see WERs in Fig. 1 and
[22]). Although these observations seem quite logical given
the SNRs, it is difficult to study which stream properties con-
tribute to the success of a merged stream. The analytical tools
for a mathematically principled merge scheme as presented in
this paper is a substantial step forward. Using the assumption
that the observed word accuracy after the Viterbi decoding is
strongly related to the average frame-based trustworthiness of
the input stream, we were able to show that the stream weights
resulting from an optimization of the trustworthiness (proba-
bility that the most likely state in a frame is correct accord-
ing to a reference) show a consistent correspondence with the
weights found after grid-search based minimization of WERs
after Viterbi decoding. This is particularly interesting because
the methods that were applied in this paper are purely analytical
and both operate solely on the frame level.
Figure 3: The relative contribution of Bˆ (i.e. weight of SC)
compared to Aˆ increases with decreasing SNR. Also their total
energy increases (as shown by the diagonal lines).
A more detailed analysis of the matrices Aˆ and Bˆ (not
shown here) revealed that they both contain useful information
about systematic state-state confusions. The proposed method
shows that it is possible to balance the strength of streams
for Viterbi decoding without actually doing this decoding, by
only using knowledge about reference states obtained via forced
alignment. Apparently, in terms of Aˆ and Bˆ, the clean condi-
tion leads to equal energy of these matrices, instead of a higher
energy for Aˆ, as could be expected. In addition, we found that
the condition numbers of Aˆ and Bˆ are very small. The fact that
there are many degrees of freedom in how the MLP stream and
the SC stream can be combined to produce the same minimiza-
tion result corroborates our past experience that the tuning of
merging parameters when minimizing WER is not very critical
(the WER landscape showing large plateaus).
4.1. Future work
Analytical approaches such as presented in this paper provide
valuable insights in how a second stream can help to correct er-
rors that would have been made by a single stream approach.
We currently study how the analytical solution can serve as
starting point for subsequent fine-grained grid-based optimiza-
tions. We also investigate whether the proposed methods can
be extended to an analysis of the post back-end performance by
means of analysis of the competition between the Viterbi decod-
ing paths. Another future issue is the extension towards larger
vocabulary recognition tasks and to more complex speech data.
In [25, 17] it was shown that the optimal weights of streams
are related to their inverse entropy 1/H . In general, however,
one does not know the relation between inverse entropy and the
actual trustworthiness of a stream. When combining MLP and
SC systems using the 1/H-approach, one cannot assume that
the inverse entropy is a measure for the stream trustworthiness
that equally applies to both systems. Therefore, instead of con-
sidering 1/H as a measure for the trustworthiness of a stream,
it seems beneficial to determine trustworthiness based on the
actual accuracy of probability vectors, and to find a system-
independent mapping from a posterior vector to an empirical
trustworthiness value. The method in this paper provides a pow-
erful step in this direction.
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